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The most critical social issues are being tackled by nonprofits.

As a partner to the United Nations, Microsoft has pledged to support the Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs), a set of 17 ambitious Global Goals adopted by member 

states for peace and prosperity for people and the planet by 2030.

Nonprofit organizations are at the frontlines, providing humanitarian relief, eliminating 

poverty, and protecting the planet. A mission made more urgent every day as long-

standing inequalities and global poverty are intensified by economic and public health 

crises according to data from the World Bank.[1]

For many nonprofits, there has never been more pressure to find ways to do more with 

less. From increasing the scale of their operations and improving efficiency to protecting 

donors’ data, technology will play an important role in helping organizations meet these 

challenges.

Through the Microsoft #BuildFor2030 Initiative, we’re proud to support Microsoft

partners who are developing modern, secure, and scalable cloud solutions for more 

than 270,000 nonprofits around the globe, enabling these organizations to leverage the 

best Microsoft technologies to achieve their missions.

Explore and amplify 

Discover #BuildFor2030 featured solutions helping drive change for nonprofits around 

the world.

Read the blog on partners enabling nonprofits to transform and scale their mission 

impact. 

[1] Pandemic, Prices, Poverty

https://sdgs.un.org/
https://blogs.worldbank.org/opendata/pandemic-prices-and-poverty
https://aka.ms/BuildFor2030
https://partnerinnovation.microsoft.com/initiatives/buildfor2030-helping-nonprofits-transform-and-scale-mission-impact/
https://blogs.partner.microsoft.com/mpn/enabling-nonprofits-to-transform-and-scale-their-mission-impact/
https://blogs.worldbank.org/opendata/pandemic-prices-and-poverty#_ftn1


Learn more about the SDGs that nonprofits support

SDG 1: No Poverty

SDG 2: Zero Hunger

SDG 10: Reduced Inequalities

SDG 16: Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions

Building a solution for impact?

The Microsoft #BuildFor2030 Initiative is a call-to-action for Microsoft partners to 

accelerate innovation, changemaking, and collective impact, helping to advance the 

United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

We help you to skill up for impact, publish to the Microsoft commercial marketplace, 

and accelerate growth with Go-To-Market benefits.

Focused on the themes of gender equality, accessibility and disability inclusion, climate 

action and sustainability, enabling nonprofits, and empowering communities, we’re 

proud to support partners making a difference.

Join us today!

Related technical and program resources

• Overview: Microsoft Nonprofit get started 

• Product Overview: Microsoft Cloud for Nonprofit 

• Overview (PDF): Microsoft Cloud for Nonprofit

• Overview: Dynamics 365 for Microsoft Cloud for Nonprofit

• Learning Path: Microsoft Cloud for Nonprofit 

• Overview: Nonprofit Common Data Model 

• GitHub: Nonprofit Accelerator 

• Video: Building social impact solutions for the nonprofit sector

• Inspire panel: Drive innovation and social impact with Microsoft 

Cloud for Nonprofit

https://sdgs.un.org/goals/goal1
https://sdgs.un.org/goals/goal2
https://sdgs.un.org/goals/goal10
https://sdgs.un.org/goals/goal16
https://aka.ms/partners/buildfor2030
https://aka.ms/changemaking-culture-overview
https://partner.microsoft.com/en-us/campaigns/sustainable-development-goals
https://partner.microsoft.com/solutions/nonprofit/get-started
https://docs.microsoft.com/industry/nonprofit/overview
https://aka.ms/MicrosoftCloudforNonprofitOverview
https://docs.microsoft.com/dynamics365/industry/nonprofit/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/topics/nonprofits?branch=nonprofit-landing-page&api-branch=master
https://docs.microsoft.com/common-data-model/
https://github.com/microsoft/Industry-Accelerator-Nonprofit
https://youtu.be/BUu0qsOFz3I
https://inspire.microsoft.com/sessions/85d3e64a-04f9-41d1-938d-185011cbdc3d?source=sessions

